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Tell us about yourself! Where do you come from? Where are you living now?
The place I come from sounds so much more exciting than the place I have so far spent my
life in! Two years after being born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1964 my family took me back to
the little town of St. Gallen in Switzerland which they had left 1932 as refugees from the Nazi
regime: my German grandfather being a political artist and being searched by the Gestapo
and my Swiss grandmother hiding German refugees in the Zurich of the thirties where all the
cultural and intellectual people of Europe met.
Back in Switzerland: In the early sixties my grandmother worked as a child psychologist making her little patients paint and very often finding out what was wrong with them by phenomenologically describing their paintings and drawings. Even the doctors showed the sweet old
lady their patient’s drawings to ask her opinion.
This background surely formed the soil for the latter profession of my passion: Expressive Arts
therapist!
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How did you discover the Expressive Arts and EGS?
After many years of working unhappily as a social worker I searched help with a career advisor
and did many tests on my abilities and special likings. That time not being an easy one for me
I had also received art therapy which had shown extremely helpful in those difficult times of
crisis … Especially the surprises I experienced when talking about my pictures with my therapist eventually helped me starting to look at my situation more hopefully.
So when my career advisor’s tests found out I was bound for social AND a creative work I started thinking of the colours in the art therapist’s practice and their odour and how happy their
mere presence had made me. So art therapy became the obvious!
My career advisor told me there were many providers for the education of art therapy, but the
best was ISIS and they had a Master programme, too.

What is your fondest memory of your experience in the Masters program? Or maybe
two memories? :-)
I will never ever forget my very first EGS-hour: all the professors and approximately 80 students gathering in the semi-circle building high up in the mountains dancing to some very
wild music and me as a first year student finding a second year student as my godmother.
I’ll never forget the excitement and my feelings of finally having returned home, although it
was my very first hour of Summer School. Seeing my future professors I felt a little like Harry
Potter must have felt in his first hours at Hogwarts!
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This feeling of this very first hour of being at home and having been given a new family has
continued until the last moment when I received my Master diploma in Saas-Fee.
Some very precious moment took place in the poetry class with Sally Atkins when she made us
give something back to nature when we would take some of its gifts. This attitude of hers of
complete awareness of nature being our precious host and frame respect without being superior touched me deeply. I’ll never forget when she asked us weather we knew the directions.
“It’s important to know the directions in order to be connected with what’s bigger than us.”
I keep telling my patients to find out about directions ever since!

Since finishing the program, what Expressive Arts work have you been doing?
After receiving my Masters diploma in Expressive Arts Therapy I continued to fulfil my painting
therapist diploma with ISIS and then did 150 hours of basic medical studies and passed the
exam in order to receive the EMR approval which is necessary for billing with health security.
I then started with my own little practice of Expressive Arts in my town of St. Gallen where I
receive a few patients
For over a year I’ve now been working as an arts therapist in a State Psychiatric Hospital
where I do groups of theme centred and free painting and writing and where I managed to
introduce one to one therapy sessions which they didn’t offer in that hospital before. Being a
state hospital we cover the whole range of psychiatric diagnoses of adult patients. The work is
demanding and very very satisfying. Especially in my one to one sessions I experience people
who haven’t been connected with their resources for many years starting to get a small
feeling of having some control and of some movements towards their abilities and resources.
Being surprised that on a painting they manage to actually find expression for their actual
situation and even more: to be able to willingly change things by their own will.
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When a person who at first tells me: „I’m arts therapy traumatised, you won’t see me use any
colours … I hate colours …“ When such a person after leaving our hospital asks for private
arts therapy sessions because she’d learned to feel the power of what she had created and
how helpful her looking at the process proved to be I feel very thankful for our great method
and for the power of getting connected with your own creative resources.
What convinces me most about our work is the fact that by only lifting a pencil or stroking a
paper with a brush the patient leaves his position of being a victim and starts ACTING and
connecting with his own force.
Having written my Master Thesis on surprises in the Expressive Art therapy sessions I every day
experience my patients’ surprises about their works and themselves.
If you had a crystal ball, how would you imagine yourself in five years?
In five years I’ll be only about another five years from retirement ...! This thought amuses me
infinitely! However at the age of fifty I have found a profession which for the first time in my
life I can imagine doing past retirement!
My crystal ball shows me in the middle of a group of children listening to me reading fairy
tales to them and painting to the story …
Anything else you want us to know?
www.vaninahuber.ch
http://www.psych.ch/standorte/detail/psychiatrie_zentrumwerdenberg_sarganserland/
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